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Risk consideration is central to more accurate post-crisis valuation Corporate
Valuation presents the most up-to-date tools and techniques for more accurate
valuation in a highly volatile, globalized, and risky business environment. This
insightful guide takes a multidisciplinary approach, considering both accounting
and financial principles, with a practical focus that uses case studies and
numerical examples to illustrate major concepts. Readers are walked through a
map of the valuation approaches proven most effective post-crisis, with explicit
guidance toward implementation and enhancement using advanced tools, while
exploring new models, techniques, and perspectives on the new meaning of
value. Risk centrality and scenario analysis are major themes among the
techniques covered, and the companion website provides relevant spreadsheets,
models, and instructor materials. Business is now done in a faster, more diverse,
more interconnected environment, making valuation an increasingly more
complex endeavor. New types of risks and competition are shaping operations
and finance, redefining the importance of managing uncertainty as the key to
success. This book brings that perspective to bear in valuation, providing new
insight, new models, and practical techniques for the modern finance industry.
Gain a new understanding of the idea of "value," from both accounting and
financial perspectives Learn new valuation models and techniques, including
scenario-based valuation, the Monte Carlo analysis, and other advanced tools
Understand valuation multiples as adjusted for risk and cycle, and the
decomposition of deal multiples Examine the approach to valuation for rights
issues and hybrid securities, and more Traditional valuation models are
inaccurate in that they hinge on the idea of ensured success and only minor
adjustments to forecasts. These rules no longer apply, and accurate valuation
demands a shift in the paradigm. Corporate Valuation describes that shift, and
how it translates to more accurate methods.
"In this essential guide, Karen Berman and Joe Knight customize the approaches
and insights from their acclaimed book Financial Intelligence specifically for
entrepreneurs. The authors not only demystify common financial terms and tools,
they also show how you can use this knowledge to gauge your company's
performance and make better decisions."--Back cover.
McKinsey & Company's #1 best-selling guide to corporate valuation, now in its
sixth edition Valuation is the single best guide of its kind, helping financial
professionals worldwide excel at measuring, managing, and maximizing
shareholder and company value. This new sixth edition provides insights on the
strategic advantages of value-based management, complete detailed instruction,
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and nuances managers should know about valuation and valuation techniques as
applied to different industries, emerging markets, and other special situations.
Valuation lies at the crossroads of corporate strategy and finance. In today's
economy, it has become an essential role — and one that requires excellence at
all points. This guide shows you everything you need to know, and gives you the
understanding you need to be effective. Estimate the value of business strategies
to drive better decision making Understand which business units a corporate
parent is best positioned to own Assess major transactions, including
acquisitions, divestitures, and restructurings Design a capital structure that
supports strategy and minimizes risk As the valuation function becomes ever
more central to long- and short-term strategy, analysts and managers need an
authoritative reference to turn to for answers to challenging situations. Valuation
stands ahead of the field for its reputation, quality, and prestige, putting the
solutions you need right at your fingertips.
The OECD Benchmark Definition of Foreign Direct Investment sets the world
standard for FDI statistics. It provides a single point of reference for statisticians
and users on all aspect of FDI statistics, while remaining compatible with other
internationally accepted statistical standards.
McKinsey & Company's #1 best-selling guide to corporate valuation, now in its
sixth edition Valuation is the single best guide of its kind, helping financial
professionals worldwide excel at measuring, managing, and maximizing
shareholder and company value. This new sixth edition provides insights on the
strategic advantages of value-based management, complete detailed instruction,
and nuances managers should know about valuation and valuation techniques as
applied to different industries, emerging markets, and other special situations.
The accompanying DCF model download allows you to complete computations
automatically for error-free analysis and valuation of real companies. The model
ensures that all important measures, such as return on investment capital and
free cash flow are calculated correctly, so you can focus on the company's
performance rather than computational errors. Valuation lies at the crossroads of
corporate strategy and finance. In today's economy, it has become an essential
role—and one that requires excellence at all points. This guide shows you
everything you need to know, and gives you the understanding you need to be
effective. Estimate the value of business strategies to drive better decision
making Understand which business units a corporate parent is best positioned to
own Assess major transactions, including acquisitions, divestitures, and
restructurings Design a capital structure that supports strategy and minimizes risk
As the valuation function becomes ever more central to long- and short-term
strategy, analysts and managers need an authoritative reference to turn to for
answers to challenging situations. Valuation stands ahead of the field for its
reputation, quality, and prestige, putting the solutions you need right at your
fingertips.
This book aims to overcome the limitations the variations in bank-specifics
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impose by providing a bank-specific valuation theoretical framework and a new
asset-side model. The book includes also a constructive comparison of equity
and asset side methods. The authors present a novel framework entitled, the
“Asset Mark-down Model”. This method incorporates an Adjusted Present Value
model, which allows practitioners to identify the main value creation sources of a
particular bank: from asset-based cash flow and the mark-down on deposits, to
tax benefits on bearing liabilities. Through the implementation of this framework,
the authors offer a more accurate and more specific approach to valuing banks.
A timely update to the global best-selling book on investment banking and
valuation In the constantly evolving world of finance, a solid technical foundation
is an essential tool for success. Due to the fast-paced nature of this world,
however, no one was able to take the time to properly codify its lifeblood—namely,
valuation and dealmaking. Rosenbaum and Pearl originally responded to this
need in 2009 by writing the first edition of the book that they wish had existed
when they were trying to break into Wall Street. Investment Banking: Valuation,
LBOs, M&A, and IPOs, Third Edition is a highly accessible and authoritative book
written by investment bankers that explains how to perform the valuation work
and financial analysis at the core of Wall Street—comparable companies,
precedent transactions, DCF, LBO, M&A analysis . . . and now IPO analytics and
valuation. Using a step-by-step, how-to approach for each methodology, the
authors build a chronological knowledge base and define key terms, financial
concepts, and processes throughout the book. The genesis for the original book
stemmed from the authors' personal experiences as students interviewing for
investment banking positions. As they both independently went through the
rigorous process, they realized that their classroom experiences were a step
removed from how valuation and financial analysis were performed in real-world
situations. Consequently, they created this book to provide a leg up to those
individuals seeking or beginning careers on Wall Street—from students at
undergraduate universities and graduate schools to "career changers" looking to
break into finance. Now, over 10 years after the release of the first edition, the
book is more relevant and topical than ever. It is used in over 200 universities
globally and has become a go-to resource for investment banks, private equity,
investment firms, and corporations undertaking M&A transactions, LBOs, IPOs,
restructurings, and investment decisions. As the world of finance adjusts to the
new normal of the post-Great Recession era, it merits revisiting the pillars of the
second edition for today's environment. While the fundamentals haven't changed,
the environment must adapt to changing market developments and conditions.
As a result, Rosenbaum and Pearl have updated their widely adopted book
accordingly, while adding two new chapters on IPOs.
"Aswath Damodaran is simply the best valuation teacher around. If you are interested in the
theory or practice of valuation, you should have Damodaran on Valuation on your bookshelf.
You can bet that I do." -- Michael J. Mauboussin, Chief Investment Strategist, Legg Mason
Capital Management and author of More Than You Know: Finding Financial Wisdom in
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In order
to be aSeries
successful CEO, corporate strategist, or analyst,
understanding the valuation process is a necessity. The second edition of Damodaran on
Valuation stands out as the most reliable book for answering many of today?s critical valuation
questions. Completely revised and updated, this edition is the ideal book on valuation for
CEOs and corporate strategists. You'll gain an understanding of the vitality of today?s
valuation models and develop the acumen needed for the most complex and subtle valuation
scenarios you will face.
Determine a company's value, what drives it, and how to enhance value during a M&A
Valuation for M&A lays out the steps for measuring and managing value creation in nonpublicly traded entities, and helps investors, executives, and their advisors determine the
optimum strategy to enhance both market value and strategic value and maximize return on
investment. As a starting point in planning for a transaction, it is helpful to compute fair market
value, which represents a “floor” value for the seller since it by definition represents a value
agreed upon by any hypothetical willing and able buyer and seller. But for M&A, it is more
important to compute investment value, which is the value of the target company to a strategic
buyer (and which can vary with each prospective buyer). Prepare for the sale and acquisition
of a firm Identify, quantify, and qualify the synergies that increase value to strategic buyers Get
access to new chapters on fairness opinions and professional service firms Find a discussion
of Roger Grabowski's writings on cost of capital, cross-border M&A, private cost of capital,
intangible capital, and asset vs. stock transactions Inside, all the necessary tools you need to
build and measure private company value is just a page away!
Valuation: Theories and Concepts provides an understanding on how to value companies that
employ non-standard accounting procedures, particularly companies in emerging markets and
those that require a wider variety of options than standard texts provide. The book offers a
broader, more holistic perspective that is perfectly suited to companies and worldwide markets.
By emphasizing cases on valuation, including mergers and acquisition valuation, it responds to
the growing expectation that students and professionals must generate comprehensive
perspectives based on thorough investigations and a library of valuation theories. Readers will
gain a better understanding of the development of complete analyses, including trend analysis
of financial parameters, ratio analysis, and differing perspectives on valuation and strategic
initiatives. Case studies include stock market performance and synergies and the intrinsic
value of the firm are compared with offer price. In addition, full data sets for each chapter are
available online. Provides an understanding on how to value companies that employ nonstandard accounting procedures, particularly companies in emerging markets Gives readers
the ability to compare the intrinsic value of the firm with the offer price Showcases a variety of
valuation techniques and provides details about handling each part of the valuation process
Each case has data in excel spreadsheets for all companies, and data sets for each chapter
are available online
This book presents the main valuation approaches that can be used to value financial
institutions. By sketching 1) the different business models of banks (both commercial and
investment banks) and insurance companies (life, property and casualty and reinsurance); 2)
the structure and peculiarities of financial institutions’ reporting and financial statements; and
3) the main features of regulatory capital frameworks for banking and insurance (ie Basel III,
Solvency II), the book addresses why such elements make the valuation of financial institutions
different from the valuation of non-financial companies. The book then features the valuation
models that can be used to determine the value of banks and insurance companies including
the Discounted Cash Flow, Dividend Discount Model, and Residual Income Model (with the
appropriate estimation techniques for the cost of capital and cash flow in financial industries).
The main techniques to perform the relative valuation of financial institutions are then
presented: along the traditional multiples (P/E, P/BV, P/TBV, P/NAV), the multiples based on
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P/Premiums, P/Number of branches). Further valuation tools such as the “Value Maps” or the
“Warranted Equity Method” will be explained and discussed. The closing section of the book
will briefly focus on the valuation of specific financial companies/vehicles such as closed-end
funds, private equity funds, leasing companies, etc.
The Valuation DCF Model, 7th Edition is a vital companion to the seventh edition of Valuation,
containing an expert guide and the renowned discounted cash flow (DCF) valuation model
developed by McKinsey's own finance practice. The DCF Model can be used to value real
companies in real-world situations, and includes detailed instruction and expert guidance on
how to use it. The advantage of the ready-made model is that allows users to focus on
analyzing a company's performance instead of worrying about computation errors.
The #1 guide to corporate valuation is back . . . and better than ever! "The best valuation book
just got better. This edition's greater emphasis on what drives value and how to measure it will
improve the way practitioners conduct financial analysis and, ultimately, make strategic
decisions. It is required reading for all executives." —Professor Benjamin C. Esty, Harvard
Business School, author of Modern Project Finance: A Casebook "The bible in its field. Anyone
wanting to understand what drives corporate value should read this latest edition." —Dr.
Raymund Breu, former chief financial officer, Novartis AG "Valuation gets to the heart of how to
measure and manage value in a company. Whether you are evaluating an acquisition,
restructuring a corporation, or formulating strategy, this book will help you do it well." —John A.
Manzoni, Chief Executive Officer, Talisman Energy Inc. "A 'how-to' guide for corporate
executives who want to get at the unrealized shareholder values trapped in public companies."
—New York Times "The book's clarity and comprehensive coverage make it one of the best
practitioners' guides to valuation." —Financial Times
The definitive source of information on all topics related to investment valuation tools and
techniques Valuation is at the heart of any investment decision, whether that decision is buy,
sell or hold. But the pricing of many assets has become a more complex task in modern
markets, especially after the recent financial crisis. In order to be successful at this endeavor,
you must have a firm understanding of the proper valuation techniques. One valuation book
stands out as withstanding the test of time among investors and students of financial markets,
Aswath Damodaran'sInvestment Valuation. Now completely revised and updated to reflect
changing market conditions, this third edition comprehensively introduces investment
professionals and students to the range of valuation models available and how to chose the
right model for any given asset valuation scenario. This edition includes valuation techniques
for a whole host of real options, start-up firms, unconventional assets, distressed companies
and private equity, and real estate. All examples have been updated and new material has
been added. Fully revised to incorporate valuation lessons learned from the last five years,
from the market crisis and emerging markets to new types of equity investments Includes
valuation practices across the life cycle of companies and emphasizes value enhancement
measures, such as EVA and CFROI Contains a new chapter on probabilistic valuation
techniques such as decision trees and Monte Carlo Simulation Author Aswath Damodaran is
regarded as one of the best educators and thinkers on the topic of investment valuation This
indispensable guide is a must read for anyone wishing to gain a better understanding of
investment valuation and its methods. With it, you can take the insights and advice of a
recognized authority on the valuation process and immediately put them to work for you.

Written expressly for business lawyers, this best-selling guide takes you step-bystep through the key principles of corporate finance and accounting. This Second
Edition will update the title's content and provide additions to reflect post-Enron
SEC and FASB rules and new rules regarding merger and acquisition
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accounting.
An accessible guide to the essential issues of corporate finance While you can
find numerous books focused on the topic of corporate finance, few offer the type
of information managers need to help them make important decisions day in and
day out. Value explores the core of corporate finance without getting bogged
down in numbers and is intended to give managers an accessible guide to both
the foundations and applications of corporate finance. Filled with in-depth insights
from experts at McKinsey & Company, this reliable resource takes a much more
qualitative approach to what the authors consider a lost art. Discusses the four
foundational principles of corporate finance Effectively applies the theory of value
creation to our economy Examines ways to maintain and grow value through
mergers, acquisitions, and portfolio management Addresses how to ensure your
company has the right governance, performance measurement, and internal
discussions to encourage value-creating decisions A perfect companion to the
Fifth Edition of Valuation, this book will put the various issues associated with
corporate finance in perspective.
Developed for preparers of financial statements, independent auditors, and
valuation specialists, this guide provides nonauthoritative guidance and
illustrations regarding the accounting for and valuation of portfolio company
investments held by investment companies within the scope of FASB ASC 946,
Financial Services —Investment Companies, (including private equity funds,
venture capital funds, hedge funds, and business development companies). It
features16 case studies that can be used to reason through real situations faced
by investment fund managers, valuation specialists and auditors, this guide
addresses many accounting and valuation issues that have emerged over time to
assist investment companies in addressing the challenges in estimating fair value
of these investments, such as: Unit of account Transaction costs Calibration The
impact of control and marketability Backtesting
A value management framework designed specifically for bankingand insurance
The Value Management Handbook is a comprehensive,practical reference
written specifically for bank and insurancevaluation and value management.
Spelling out how the finance andrisk functions add value in their respective
spheres, this bookpresents a framework for measuring – and more
importantly,influencing – the value of the firm from the position of theCFO and
CRO. Case studies illustrating value-enhancing initiativesare designed to help
Heads of Strategy offer CEOs concrete ideastoward creating more value, and
discussion of "hard" and "soft"skills put CFOs and CROs in a position to better
influence strategyand operations. The challenge of financial services valuation
isaddressed in terms of the roles of risk and capital, andbusiness-specific "value
trees" demonstrate the source ofsuccessful value enhancement initiatives. While
most value management resources fail to adequately addressthe unique role of
risk and capital in banks, insurance, and assetmanagement, this book fills the
gap by providing concrete,business-specific information that connects
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management actions andvalue creation, helping readers to: Measure value
accurately for more productive value-basedmanagement initiatives and
evaluation of growth opportunities Apply a quantitative, risk-adjusted value
management frameworkreconciled with the way financial services shares are
valued by themarket Develop a value set specific to the industry to
inspireinitiatives that increase the firm's value Study the quantitative and
qualitative management frameworksthat move CFOs and CROs from
measurement to management The roles of CFO and CRO in financial firms have
changeddramatically over the past decade, requiring business savvy and
theability to challenge the CEO. The Value Management Handbookprovides the
expert guidance that leads CFOs and CROs toward betterinformation, better
insight, and better decisions.
This book presents the main valuation approaches that can beused to value
financial institutions. By sketching 1) the differentbusiness models of banks (both
commercial and investment banks) andinsurance companies (life, property and
casualty and reinsurance);2) the structure and peculiarities of financial
institutions’reporting and financial statements; and 3) the main features
ofregulatory capital frameworks for banking and insurance (ie BaselIII, Solvency
II), the book addresses why such elements make thevaluation of financial
institutions different from the valuation ofnon-financial companies. The book then
features the valuation models that can be used todetermine the value of banks
and insurance companies including theDiscounted Cash Flow, Dividend Discount
Model, and Residual IncomeModel (with the appropriate estimation techniques
for the cost ofcapital and cash flow in financial industries). The main techniquesto
perform the relative valuation of financial institutions arethen presented: along the
traditional multiples (P/E, P/BV, P/TBV,P/NAV), the multiples based on industryspecific value drivers arediscussed (for example, P/Pre Provision Profit,
P/Deposits,P/Premiums, P/Number of branches). Further valuation tools such
asthe “Value Maps” or the “Warranted EquityMethod” will be explained and
discussed. The closing sectionof the book will briefly focus on the valuation of
specificfinancial companies/vehicles such as closed-end funds, privateequity
funds, leasing companies, etc.
The financial industry derives its legitimacy through the claim that it acts in the
interest of shareholders. A vast international network of funds, banks, insurance
companies, brokerages, rating agencies, and regulatory agencies defends its
status by asserting that market mechanisms determine a company’s true value
and therefore enriching shareholders contributes to the socially optimal allocation
of capital. Is this how stock prices are determined in practice? What does stock
valuation reveal about the supposed efficiency of markets and what it means to
act on behalf of shareholders? Horacio Ortiz provides a critical analysis of the
social institutions and practices that produce and regulate stock pricing and
valuation. He examines how financial professionals evaluate and invest in listed
companies, unraveling the contradictory definitions of financial value that shape
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their behavior. Ortiz demonstrates how ideologically laden notions of investing
skill and efficient markets are central to the everyday practices of financial
valuation, as well as how they function to justify the broader system. He
scrutinizes the technical aspects of valuation and investment, their place in social
relations within and among companies, and their relation to state regulation in
order to demystify how the financial industry presents prices as truths that the
rest of society must accept. Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork conducted among
stock brokers and investment management companies in New York and Paris,
this book shows how the political imaginaries that underpin financial markets are
central to producing, sustaining, and legitimizing global inequalities.
McKinsey & Company's #1 best-selling guide to corporate valuation—the fully
updated seventh edition Valuation has been the foremost resource for measuring
company value for nearly three decades. Now in its seventh edition, this
acclaimed volume continues to help financial professionals around the world gain
a deep understanding of valuation and help their companies create, manage, and
maximize economic value for their shareholders. This latest edition has been
carefully revised and updated throughout, and includes new insights on topics
such as digital, ESG (environmental, social and governance), and long-term
investing, as well as fresh case studies. Clear, accessible chapters cover the
fundamental principles of value creation, analyzing and forecasting performance,
capital structure and dividends, valuing high-growth companies, and much more.
The Financial Times calls the book “one of the practitioners’ best guides to
valuation.” This book: Provides complete, detailed guidance on every crucial
aspect of corporate valuation Explains the strategies, techniques, and nuances of
valuation every manager needs to know Covers both core and advanced
valuation techniques and management strategies Features/Includes a companion
website that covers key issues in valuation, including videos, discussions of
trending topics, and real-world valuation examples from the capital markets For
over 90 years, McKinsey & Company has helped corporations and organizations
make substantial and lasting improvements in their performance. Through seven
editions and 30 years, Valuation: Measuring and Managing the Value of
Companies, has served as the definitive reference for finance professionals,
including investment bankers, financial analysts, CFOs and corporate managers,
venture capitalists, and students and instructors in all areas of finance.
Renowned valuation expert Aswath Damodaran reviews the core tools of valuation, examines
today’s most difficult estimation questions and issues, and then systematically addresses the
valuation challenges that arise throughout a firm’s lifecycle in The Dark Side of Valuation:
Valuing Young, Distressed and Complex Businesses. In this thoroughly revised edition, he
broadens his perspective to consider all companies that resist easy valuation, highlighting
specific types of hard-to-value firms, including commodity firms, cyclical companies, financial
services firms, organizations dependent on intangible assets, and global firms operating
diverse businesses. He covers the entire corporate lifecycle, from “idea” and “nascent
growth” companies to those in decline and distress, and offers specific guidance for valuing
technology, human capital, commodity, and cyclical firms. ·
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and expanded to reflect business conditions in today's volatile global economy, Valuation, Fifth
Edition continues the tradition of its bestselling predecessors by providing up-to-date insights
and practical advice on how to create, manage, and measure the value of an organization.
Along with all new case studies that illustrate how valuation techniques and principles are
applied in real-world situations, this comprehensive guide has been updated to reflect new
developments in corporate finance, changes in accounting rules, and an enhanced global
perspective. Valuation, Fifth Edition is filled with expert guidance that managers at all levels,
investors, and students can use to enhance their understanding of this important discipline.
Contains strategies for multi-business valuation and valuation for corporate restructuring,
mergers, and acquisitions Addresses how you can interpret the results of a valuation in light of
a company's competitive situation Also available: a book plus CD-ROM package
(978-0-470-42469-8) as well as a stand-alone CD-ROM (978-0-470-42457-7) containing an
interactive valuation DCF model Valuation, Fifth Edition stands alone in this field with its
reputation of quality and consistency. If you want to hone your valuation skills today and
improve them for years to come, look no further than this book.
Is a given stock over or undervalued? How can the future prospects of a company be
evaluated? How can complex valuation methods be applied in practice? The Art of Company
Valuation and Financial Statement Analysis answers each of these questions and conveys the
principles of company valuation in an accessible and applicable way. Valuation theory is linked
to the practice of investing through financial statement analysis and interpretation, analysis of
business models, company valuation, stock analysis, portfolio management and value
Investing. The book's unique approach is to illustrate each valuation method with a case study
of actual company performance.
Written by the Founder and CEO of the prestigious New York School of Finance, this book
schools you in the fundamental tools for accurately assessing the soundness of a stock
investment. Built around a full-length case study of Wal-Mart, it shows you how to perform an
in-depth analysis of that company's financial standing, walking you through all the steps of
developing a sophisticated financial model as done by professional Wall Street analysts. You
will construct a full scale financial model and valuation step-by-step as you page through the
book. When we ran this analysis in January of 2012, we estimated the stock was undervalued.
Since the first run of the analysis, the stock has increased 35 percent. Re-evaluating Wal-Mart
9months later, we will step through the techniques utilized by Wall Street analysts to build
models on and properly value business entities. Step-by-step financial modeling - taught using
downloadable Wall Street models, you will construct the model step by step as you page
through the book. Hot keys and explicit Excel instructions aid even the novice excel modeler.
Model built complete with Income Statement, Cash Flow Statement, Balance Sheet, Balance
Sheet Balancing Techniques, Depreciation Schedule (complete with accelerating depreciation
and deferring taxes), working capital schedule, debt schedule, handling circular references,
and automatic debt pay downs. Illustrative concepts including detailing model flows help aid in
conceptual understanding. Concepts are reiterated and honed, perfect for a novice yet detailed
enough for a professional. Model built direct from Wal-Mart public filings, searching through
notes, performing research, and illustrating techniques to formulate projections. Includes indepth coverage of valuation techniques commonly used by Wall Street professionals.
Illustrative comparable company analyses - built the right way, direct from historical financials,
calculating LTM (Last Twelve Month) data, calendarization, and properly smoothing EBITDA
and Net Income. Precedent transactions analysis - detailing how to extract proper metrics from
relevant proxy statements Discounted cash flow analysis - simplifying and illustrating how a
DCF is utilized, how unlevered free cash flow is derived, and the meaning of weighted average
cost of capital (WACC) Step-by-step we will come up with a valuation on Wal-Mart Chapter
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end questions,The
practice
models,
additional
case studies and common interview questions
(found in the companion website) help solidify the techniques honed in the book; ideal for
universities or business students looking to break into the investment banking field.
Praise for Business Valuation, Second Edition "The Second Edition of Business Valuation: An
Integrated Theory manages to present the theoretical analysis of valuation from the first edition
and expand on that discussion by providing additional guidance on implementing the relevant
valuation theories, notably in its expanded discussion of the Quantitative Marketability Discount
Model." -Dr. David Tabak NERA Economic Consulting Your Essential Valuations Reference
Whether you are an accountant, auditor, financial planner, or attorney, Business Valuation: An
Integrated Theory, Second Edition enables you to understand and correctly apply fundamental
valuation concepts. Thoroughly revised and expanded, the Second Edition demystifies modern
valuation theory, bringing together various valuation concepts to reveal a comprehensive
picture of business valuation. With the implementation of new accounting pronouncements
mandating the recognition of numerous assets and liabilities at fair value, it has become critical
for CPAs charged with auditing financial statements to understand valuation concepts. With
thoughtful and balanced treatment of both theory and application, this essential guide reveals:
* The "GRAPES of Value"-Growth, Risk and Reward, Alternative Investments, Present Value,
Expectations, and Sanity * The relationship between the Gordon Model and the discounted
cash flow model of valuation * The basis for commonly applied, but commonly misunderstood
valuation premiums and discounts * A practical perspective on the analysis of potential
business acquisitions Grounded in the real world of market participants, Business Valuation,
Second Edition addresses your need to understand business valuation, providing a means of
articulating valuation concepts to help you negotiate value-enhancing transactions. If you want
to get back to valuation basics, this useful reference will become your guide to defining the
various levels of value and developing a better understanding of business appraisal reports.
An accessible, and intuitive, guide to stock valuation Valuation is at the heart of any investment
decision, whether that decision is to buy, sell, or hold. In The Little Book of Valuation, expert
Aswath Damodaran explains the techniques in language that any investors can understand, so
you can make better investment decisions when reviewing stock research reports and
engaging in independent efforts to value and pick stocks. Page by page, Damodaran distills
the fundamentals of valuation, without glossing over or ignoring key concepts, and develops
models that you can easily understand and use. Along the way, he covers various valuation
approaches from intrinsic or discounted cash flow valuation and multiples or relative valuation
to some elements of real option valuation. Includes case studies and examples that will help
build your valuation skills Written by Aswath Damodaran, one of today's most respected
valuation experts Includes an accompanying iPhone application (iVal) that makes the lessons
of the book immediately useable Written with the individual investor in mind, this reliable guide
will not only help you value a company quickly, but will also help you make sense of valuations
done by others or found in comprehensive equity research reports.
A step-by-step guide to valuing companies, including financial institutions, conglomerates, and
international and multinational businesses. Shows how to assess major transactions such as
mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, recapitalizations, and share purchases. Provides practical
valuation frameworks, supported by case studies, and discusses how to incorporate valuation
into corporate strategy.

The Art of Company Valuation and Financial Statement Analysis: A value investor’s
guide with real-life case studies covers all quantitative and qualitative approaches
needed to evaluate the past and forecast the future performance of a company in a
practical manner. Is a given stock over or undervalued? How can the future prospects
of a company be evaluated? How can complex valuation methods be applied in
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practice? TheThe
Art of
Company
Valuation
and Financial Statement Analysis answers
each of these questions and conveys the principles of company valuation in an
accessible and applicable way. Valuation theory is linked to the practice of investing
through financial statement analysis and interpretation, analysis of business models,
company valuation, stock analysis, portfolio management and value Investing. The
book’s unique approach is to illustrate each valuation method with a case study of
actual company performance. More than 100 real case studies are included,
supplementing the sound theoretical framework and offering potential investors a
methodology that can easily be applied in practice. Written for asset managers,
investment professionals and private investors who require a reliable, current and
comprehensive guide to company valuation, the book aims to encourage readers to
think like an entrepreneur, rather than a speculator, when it comes to investing in the
stock markets. It is an approach that has led many to long term success and consistent
returns that regularly outperform more opportunistic approaches to investment.
FinTech and the Remaking of Financial Institutions explores the transformative
potential of new entrants and innovations on business models. In its survey and
analysis of FinTech, the book addresses current and future states of money and
banking. It provides broad contexts for understanding financial services, products,
technology, regulations and social considerations. The book shows how FinTech has
evolved and will drive the future of financial services, while other FinTech books
concentrate on particular solutions and adopt perspectives of individual users,
companies and investors. It sheds new light on disruption, innovation and opportunity
by placing the financial technology revolution in larger contexts. Presents case studies
that depict the problems, solutions and opportunities associated with FinTech Provides
global coverage of FinTech ventures and regulatory guidelines Analyzes FinTech’s
social aspects and its potential for spreading to new areas in banking Sheds new light
on disruption, innovation and opportunity by placing the financial technology revolution
in larger contexts
New York Times bestseller! "Few are better positioned to illuminate the vagaries of this
transformation than Galloway, a tech entrepreneur, author and professor at New York
University’s Stern School. In brisk prose and catchy illustrations, he vividly
demonstrates how the largest technology companies turned the crisis of the pandemic
into the market-share-grabbing opportunity of a lifetime." --The New York Times "As
good an analysis as you could wish to read." --The Financial Times From bestselling
author and NYU Business School professor Scott Galloway comes a keenly insightful,
urgent analysis of who stands to win and who's at risk to lose in a post-pandemic world
The COVID-19 outbreak has turned bedrooms into offices, pitted young against old,
and widened the gaps between rich and poor, red and blue, the mask wearers and the
mask haters. Some businesses--like home exercise company Peloton, video
conference software maker Zoom, and Amazon--woke up to find themselves crushed
under an avalanche of consumer demand. Others--like the restaurant, travel,
hospitality, and live entertainment industries--scrambled to escape obliteration. But as
New York Times bestselling author Scott Galloway argues, the pandemic has not been
a change agent so much as an accelerant of trends already well underway. In Post
Corona, he outlines the contours of the crisis and the opportunities that lie ahead.
Some businesses, like the powerful tech monopolies, will thrive as a result of the
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disruption. Other
like higher
education, will struggle to maintain a value
proposition that no longer makes sense when we can't stand shoulder to shoulder. And
the pandemic has accelerated deeper trends in government and society, exposing a
widening gap between our vision of America as a land of opportunity, and the troubling
realities of our declining wellbeing. Combining his signature humor and brash style with
sharp business insights and the occasional dose of righteous anger, Galloway offers
both warning and hope in equal measure. As he writes, "Our commonwealth didn't just
happen, it was shaped. We chose this path--no trend is permanent and can't be made
worse or corrected."
Lessons in innovation from key FinTech trends and successes Creating Strategic Value
through Financial Technology explores the growing Financial Technology (FinTech)
industry to provide insight on how traditional financial institutions and FinTech
companies can boost innovation and enhance valuation in a complex regulatory
environment. In plumbing the depth and breadth of several niches within in the FinTech
sector, author Jay Wilson uncovers key themes that have contributed to the industry's
success; in this book, he maps them together to provide useful guideposts for investors,
entrepreneurs, and traditional institutions looking to facilitate growth as technology and
financial services collide. With an expert's perspective on FinTech history and outlook,
certain trends and examples of value-enhancing strategies stand out. FinTech niches
covered include: payments, crowdfunding, alternative/marketplace lending, the
blockchain, and technology solutions in the context of banking, insurance, and
investment companies. There is no denying the growing importance of technology in
the financial services industry, and the FinTech sector offers valuable solutions for a
diverse array of financial services providers and their customers. This book guides you
through several niches of the FinTech sector, and highlights the most important
takeaways from recent endeavors. Navigate the financial technology sector Enhance
customer and product offerings Improve efficiency and cost structure Enhance
profitability and company valuation from the intersection of technology and finance
Innovation and customer preference is a key driver of FinTech's growth. Customers are
demanding better value and convenience, and the organizations that provide it are
reaping the rewards of growth. As financial regulations grow more and more complex,
and customers are presented with more and more options, it is becoming imperative for
traditional institutions to modernize processes and carve out a place in the future of
financial services. Creating Strategic Value through Financial Technology provides a
handbook for navigating that space, with practical guidance on how FinTech companies
and traditional financial institutions can enhance profitability and valuation from the
trends.
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